
  
Mitchell Jay Rabin & A Better World present 

KALARHYTHMS with David Katzmire 
Understanding the Cycles of Time  

Debuts 

at the MetaCenter, 214 W. 29th St. , This Wednesday, July 18, 7:30-9:30 

 

 
 
Imagine that you had the opportunity to spend an evening with the main creator of the Mayan Calendar. This isn’t exactly that, 
but it’s beginning to approach it.  David Katzmire has been incubating these ideas which have become “Kalarhythms” for over 
30 years.  Only now are they fully hatched and ready for public consumption.  Besides debut on A Better World Radio and TV, 
this coming Wednesday’s talk at the MetaCenter will be the first time the public will be exposed to the fuller array of this 
profound discovery about time cycles and their application to our present and future lives on the planet. Get the insight! 
   
The Mayan Calendar, provocative as it is, ends Dec. 21, 2012.  Kalarhythms, also provocative, continues on and gives us some 
guide as to what we can expect in the future.  In a world of uncertainty, this is not a small or trivial comment or matter.  Are you 
curious about what’s to come and the basis of these predictions?  This will be discussed in dazzling detail and flourish next 
Wed., July 18 at the MetaCenter. You won’t want to miss this. 
 
--How can understanding Time Cycles according to Kalarhythms make a difference in my personal and professional lives and to 
my happiness, survival and success? 
 
--Why do the Stock and Currency Markets fluctuate as they do and using Kalarhythms, can we gain some predictive knowledge 
of what will be happening next and specifically when? 

 
---Can Kalarhythms help predict the coming of a New Age, where and when? Can it inform me as to where it is safest to live in 
times of crisis? 

 
---In these stressful, chaotic times, how can Kalarhythms help us to guide ourselves through such rocky terrain, and how long 
will it last? 

 
To Pre-register, go to http://abetterworld.net/events2.htm   Pre-paid: $20.  At door: $25.  This Wednesday, 

July 18, MetaCenter, 214 W. 29th St. , 16th floor. 212 420-0800.  Reserve early! 

 
Tune in to A Better World Radio at 1-2pm where Mitchell has David Katzmire as his guest, Monday, July 16, and to 
Peter Roth on Tuesday at 9am, both on: www.prncomm.net which is Gary Null’s Progressive Radio Network.   
 
Catch a clip of David on Good News Broadcast: with Paul Sladkus: 
https://videos.whiteblox.com/gnb/secure/player.aspx?sid=32416 
  

  

Monday, July 16, 3-6pm on WBAI 99.5 FM  
On Kathy Davis’ et al, Radio Show “Health Action”  

Mitchell & Kathy, & hosts will be speaking with David Katzmire  
about Kala-Rhythms 
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This is a fund-raiser for non-commercial radio, WBAI.  Tune in, learn about this “North American” version of the Mayan 
Calendar, it could be called, and support WBAI in so doing.  Mitchell J. Rabin’s 60-minute interview with David Katzmire, 
originator of Kala-Rhythms, will be available, as well as free tickets to the Wednesday evening presentation at Jodi Serota’s 
MetaCenter, July 18, for a donation to WBAI.  It is this kind of media that we want to support because it is media of the People.  
So tune in and join Kathy, myself and the other hosts of Health Action for a stimulating afternoon of gaining greater 
understanding of why the world looks the way it does, and where’s it’s going.  Learning about global geography, Earth 
Changes, Political, Economic and Social changes, are all part of the terrain of Kala-Rhythms.  99.5 FM, 3-6, and also simulcast 
on-line from anywhere at www.wbai.org. 
  

The Release Meter 
 

 
 
Originally envisioned by the New York , Jewish Physicist and engineer Lester Levenson, a tool to measure consciousness—in 
particular, our attachments and aversions, our subconscious resistance to our own success and fulfillment of goals is now 
available.  By using this, you will see in black and white, just how far along you are on the path to happiness, success and bliss.  
You will be entraining your being into a state of blissful, centered tranquility and ease. The noise and static of the subconscious 
mind will be released.  Can you imagine becoming free of self-doubt, low self-esteem or unwanted feelings? disempowering 
thoughts? This is possible through this simple, elegant miniaturized dry, EEG machine.  
These sell for $2,395., itself unbelievably low for an EEG machine, which are typically 5k+ .  Through A Better World, you can 
get one for only $1,295. Go to www.abetterworld.net under Affiliates. With the Meter and Larry Crane's Release Technique & 
Abundance Course for free. 
  

Amazon Herb Conference Aug. 3-5 in Scottsdale , AZ. 
 

  

Business is becoming spiritualized. It is becoming a place of not only ethical, humane and ecologically-sensitive practices, but 
compassionate activity. Further, in some cases, such as that of Amazon Herb Co., it is taking on a leadership role. If you want to 
be part of the solution, if you want your spending habits to lead you to beaming health and to make a fruitful difference in this 
world for the sake of all sentient life by protecting the Rainforest & its Indigenous People, spend some money every month for 
gourmet-style herb-foods, tea, incredible skin-care products or pure dark Chocolate, and know that every dollar you spend is 
also helping to preserve the Lungs of the Earth, the Amazon Rainforest and its inhabitants. 

To make a monthly, or a periodic purchase, go to: www.awakening.amazonherb.net under Concentrated Nutrition, to place an 
order, or call 800 835-0850 and say that you’re ordering through A Better World.  If you have any interest in referring others to 
make purchases as well and want to receive referral fees for so doing, an order of over $100. will automatically qualify you to 
do so.  For recommendations for your first order, contact us at abetterworldinfo@yahoo.com, put “Amazon Herb Order” in the 
subject, and we’ll get right back to you with suggestions that relate to your needs and desires.  If you want to have a first-hand 
experience of Business-As-Community, join us in Scottsdale August 3-5.  Call the above number for details.  This is how we’re 
transforming our planet—business by business, forest by forest, people by people.  

I will be offering private sessions in Scottsdale for individuals and couples (with or without the LIFE System), time preference 
to already-existing clients.  Sessions will be available on Thursday, August 2 only, with slight possibility of Monday August 6.  
If you want a private session, best to call as soon as possible to 212 420-0800 as time is so limited.  Discounts will be available 
to those who have privates for the HEB Program. 
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Join Mitchell J. Rabin & Hilary Bee on  
Making the World A Better Place & the Oneness Blessing  

at New Vision Church , Scottsdale , AZ., Fri., August 3 

This will be a wonderful evening in which two people who have been dedicated to a path of spiritual awakening on the material 
plane, Mitchell J. Rabin and Hilary Bee, come together to speak and for Q & A. about a subject so vitally important to us on 

levels from survival to soul’s compassion for Earth and her inhabitants.  Plus the creative possibilities emerging from the ashes 
like a beautiful Phoenix ...wait a minute, isn’t Scottsdale a suburb of “ Phoenix ”??  And you’ll participate in the grace of the 
Oneness Blessing, which helps to open the pre-frontal lobes and heart, giving us the joyful experience of Oneness.  Hope you 

join us. 

 

 
 

Freedom Rocks – Prosperity for the People Unveiled 

An underlying theme of human history is that “the rich get richer”, and as my mother used to say, “the poor have more 
babies…”  Well, here is potential for change.  One of the things our country has led the world in is greater economic mobility 
for those willing to “go for it”.  Well, this just became a step, actually a quantum step truer.  It involves what is now a 2 trillion-
dollar a day market that the ‘ordinary person’ can now enter, and if wise and prudent, can steadily gain and actually become 
financially independent, for about 10 minutes per day.  Currently, it’s a well-kept secret, and known to but a very few, but A 
Better World is helping to educate mainstream & its good friends about this so that those interested in such prosperity—not just 
thinking, dreaming or talking about it, can actually, through a step-by-step methodology, realize it. Simply go to: 
www.freedomrocks.com/abetterworld and watch the Product movie.  This is a 14-minute introduction to the investment strategy 
at hand here.  It requires a little money, attention and diligence, but less than has traditionally been needed.  This is nothing short 
of, for those who see it, a gift from Heaven.  Spiritual communities, including the Oneness community, always at odds with the 
material world, are beginning to ‘wake up’ and get that the Right Use of Money can be very powerful.  Our enemy is not money 
as many have mistakenly believed, but unconsciousness around money.  It is a tool, like any other, and in responsible beings’ 
hands, can be very useful and sustainable.  Take a look: 

Rather conservatively, $5,000, in about 7 years, could fairly smoothly in 10 minutes per day (after you’ve learned how to use 
the system), become 1.2 million.  If that’s interesting to you, contact us at abetterworldinfo@yahoo.com after you watch the 
video and we’ll guide you through the next steps toward actualizing this.  Housewives, students, non-investors are succeeding at 
this.  So will we. At A Better World, we feel that being prosperous in our society is a natural expression of human 
consciousness, and promotes generosity and the moving of society to another evolutionary plane.  Prosperity isn’t about material 
gain or possessions oddly and ironically, but about having the life-force available to manifest life-affirming, creative activities 
and to be empowered to live a life free from reptilian considerations while upgrading living to a high art for all sentient beings. 

This long-term investment strategy, when coupled with the herbs from the Amazon such as Illumination and Pure Camu, and 
measured with the Release Meter, will vitalize you mentally and physically, while freeing you emotionally, to become a 
genuinely “spiritualized, loving, sensitive, compassionate, intelligent and prosperous human”. Those on the HEB Program 
continue to affirm and empower their heart’s desires.  Each aspect of our Holistic Program for the Art of Living contributes 
physically and energetically to success in Life.  So join us in them all.  Clear the money issues and get free! 

Whosoever makes it to the end of this Newsletter, wins the jackpot!  Please let me know if you’ve reached it by emailing us at: 
abetterworldinfo@yahoo.com  Have you won??!!  Do you want to know what it is?! 
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